INTRODUCTION
Analytical modeling of ultrasound NDE requires understanding of the propagation properties of source-excited high frequency fields in an elastic environment. The sources may be actual, as generated by a transducer, or they may be Induced In a fault region that disturbs the unflawed environment. One effective approach to dealing with wave phenomena in the source-excited environment Is to decompose the source distribution Into basis elements, propagate each basis element from the source region to the receiver, and recombine them to synthesize the total field. Because Gaussian beams have favorable propagation characteristics and represent physically observable entitles, they have played a prominent role in many modeling schemes [ 1 ,2] . Gaussian beams individually may furnish an approximate replica of fields generated by ultrasonic transducers with smoothly tapered aperture distribution. These beams, because they are highly focused, are normally propagated through the environment by paraxially approximated phases and amplitudes, thereby facilitating description of beam preserving narrow-angle encounters with planar and curved interfaces, etc. [2] . However, scattering from localized fault zones or abrupt terminations Is not beam preserving, and the output from m any transducers (like fiat pistons) gives rise to side lobes and other marked deviations from a well collimated Gaussian.
To cope with non-Gaussian effects without losing the attractiveness of the Gaussians, various efforts have been afoot to employ a distribution or superposition of Gaussian basis fields for modeling general source co nfigurations. Some of these schemes, like those based on Hermite or L ague rre Gaussian expansions, are rigorous while others are more heuristic [1,3}. We shall Introduce here a new procedure whereby an arbitrary planar so urce distribution Is decomposed rigorously into a discre te superposition of linearly phased and nonphased Gaussian elements distributed self-consistently over a lattice In a configuration-spectral wavenumber phase space. Nonphased elements ge n e rate forward propagating beams, whereas phase d eleme nts ge ne rate tilted beams. This beam lattice synthesis has recently been applie d to electromagne tic and acoustic fields [4] , and It is h e re developed for elastic fie lds. Due to lack of space, we shall give a concise description h e re and rese rve a more de tailed version for a fu ture publication. In what follows, the beam syn thesis Is summarized for two simple models of time-harmonic finite planar aperture source distributions In an unbounded elastic solid: linearly phased smoothly tapered, and abruptly truncated, aperture proflles. The proble m is two-dimensional and involves compressional (P) and vertically polarize d s hear (SV) waves.
THEORY
An infinite homogeneous elastic Isotropic medium characterized by Lame constants >.., /J, and by density p is assumed to be excited by a y-In dependent, z-directed pressure or body force distribution f(x) (with suppressed harmonic time dependence exp(-iwt)) acting on a plane surface z= 0 between-a~x~a. Following [5] the body force problem can be reformulated as a boundary value problem defined as
where a zz and u are, respectively, the vertical normal stress and horizontal displacement. The resulting elastic fields at z >o+ can be derived from two potentials cf>(x,z) and w(x,z), which represent pressure (P) and vertically polarized shear (SV) waves, respectively. The potentials due to the distributed source f(x) can, In turn, be synthesized In terms of a scalar point force excitation at (x',z')=(x',o) as follows,
where gp,s satisfy the two-dimensional (x,z) wave equations
subject to a radiation condition at I~ 1--+oo, where ~=(x,z). In (3a), vp,s are the compressional and shear wave propagation speeds
The solution of (3a) is given by gp,s = l7rH~1 )(kp,sr)
where H~1 ) Is the Hankel function. In terms of the potentials in (2), displacements In the horizontal (x) and vertical (z) directions are given by
and the vertical normal stress component by
The potentials can be decomposed Into plane wave spectra by Fourier transforming along the x-coordlnate with the Inverse
The resulting spectral amplitudes, expressed in terms of the spectrum f(k) of the source distribution f(x), are
with Im K-p,s~O. By inserting (7) into (6b), one obtains the plane wave spatial spectrum representations for <P and \II, and by inserting into ( 5) and performing the partial differentiations on the integrands, one obtains the corresponding representations for the displacements and normal stresses.
This completes the formulation and formal solution of the problem.
GAUSSIAN BEAM EXPANSION
For reasons stated In the Introduction, we now express the solution for the potentials and displacements in the previous section in terms of a selfconsistent discretlzed Gaussian beam expansion over a configurationwavenumber phase space lattice [6] (see Fig. 1 ). For the aperture function f(x), this expansion becomes f(x) = ~ ~Amn{v(x-mLx)einOx (8) n rn where {v(x) is a normalized Gaussian window function defined by
The spatial displacement Index m locates each Gaussian envelope along the space coordinate x, whereas the spectral displacement index n (see {8)) tags the superimposed linear phase shift. The spatial lattice separation Lx (the width or the Gaussian) and the spectral separation 0 (the width of Its spectrum; see (14)), respectively, are constrained by the condition 0 Lx = 27r
{10)
The amplitude coefficients are expressed In terms or a blorthogonal function /(X),
where /(X) Is determined from the biorthogonality relation I {v(x)l*(x-mLx)exp(-inO x)dx = 8m8n 8q = {~ for q=O for q~O (11) (lla) and the asterisk de notes the complex conjugate. For the Gaussian window in (Q), the function /(X) Is .given by [6] 2
with Ko=L85407468 representing the complete elliptic integral of the first kind of argument 1/2.
A similar expansion can be performed In the spectral domain. Here,
is the spatial Fourier spectrum of {v(x). The evident symmetry of the spatial and spectral forms of the expansion facilitates simultaneous interpretation of wave phenomena in the spatial and spectral domains. The index n in (13) places the spectral peal\.s at kn=nO, thereby Identifying
later on, as the angle of tilt or the P and S beam axes away from the normal to the aperture.
The Gaussian beam expansions for the potential and displacement fields In, and away from, the aperture plane can be obtained by substituting (8) Into (2), and (5) (spatial superposition form), or by substituting (13) Into (Bb) and (7), and ( 5) (plane wave spectral form). Choosing the latter, we find 
APPROXIMATE EVALUATION OF THE BEAM INTEGRALS Saddle Point Asymptotics
Because the phase defined in ( 18) varies rapidly at sufficiently large distances away from the aperture plane, the beam Integrals there can be evaluated asymptotically by the saddle point method, following In the complex k-plane the paths of steepest descent through the saddle points k~~ at which the functions are stationary. This yields ( (21) where r is the complex distance to the observer.
In the CSP formulation, the potential fields in (15) 
The exp1·essions in (21), (22) and (23) have been used In the numerical calculations that follow .
NUMERICAL RESULTS A sequence of numerical calculations has been carried out In order to: ( 1) ass ess the validity of the asymptotic complex source point ( CSP) formulation to represe nt the asymptotic beam integrals, and (2) gain insight into how the choice of parameters in the Gaussian beam lattice representation of the aperture excitation affects the behavior of the elastic wave fields. Data have been generated for a range of beam basis elements spanning the interval from very wide to very narrow in the aperture plane. Both near and far fields of the potentials and displacements have been determined from (15) and (16) by asymptotic evaluation of the beam Integrals of ( 17) for test ape rture fi elds having a linear phase taper with ( a) a tapered (cosine 2 ),and (b) a uniform amplitude profile . Due to space limitations, representative numerical plots cannot be included here but the outcome of the calculations is described in the text.
Beam Integral Asymptotics vs. CSP
Results from asymptotic approximation of the beam integrals (BI) and their CSP representation have been compared with a reference solution obtained by direct numerical Integration of (2) and (5). Figure 2 shows a typical comparison (selected from a comprehensive set or data) between beam integrals evaluated asymptotically from (1g) and by CSP from (21). For the narrow non-tilted beam (Lx=0.2Ap), with observations at R=5AP, CSP is seen to reproduce the BI results within the angular regions lOP I:S80°, lOs I:S42°; agreement for the displacements in this region Is to within 1% Narrow tilted beams { In I>O) have evanescent spectra away from the aperture plane (O~~j=sin-1 (2ll1r /kp,sLx) is complex), and they therefore contribute negligibly in their far zones, which have already been reached at R=5Ap. On the other hand, wide tilted beams { In I>O) generated by wide basis elements in the aperture plane would be Important contributors In the far zone. In general, for a given index n, IP-beams are tilted more than 1¥-beams. However, with increasing tilt, the wide beams become more asymmetric, and the BI results are therefore less accurately represented by CSP asymptot!cs. It has been found that CSP synthesis with non-tilted narrow-walsted beams works well in the intermediate and far zones, whereas the contrary Is true when synthesizing with wide beams.
Smoothly Tapered Aperture Profile Narrow beam synthesis. For narmw beams with respect to aperture width, the Amn expansion coefficients in { 8) for a smoothly tapered aperture field profile are known to be concentrated around the n= 0 line, and the Amo coefficients can be determi~ed directly by sampling the profile, thereby avoiding need for evaluating the Integral in ( 11) [ 10] . For aperture plane synthesis, the individual n= 0 basis fields sample narrow regions, but the resulting spectral gaps can be filled by small but essential contributions from the In I>O e lements. A way from the aperture plane, the (tilted) beams corresponding to In I>O are evanescent and therefore negligible except in the very near zone. For the parameters in Fig. 2 , the In I>O beams can already be omitted at R=5AP, which is in the "far zone" of each element. CSP synthesis with nontilted beams Is seen to be adequate, and the number of beams required is relatively small (27 beams: lm I:S13, In I=O) (Fig. 3) . Results obtained for phased aperture distributions (not shown) indicate that use of the same number of beams yields comparable accuracy In the far field. Wide beam synthesis. For wide basis elements with Lx extending over several aperture widths (results not shown), phaslngs In I>O are Important but shifted locations lm I>O are much less so. The expansion coefficients A 0 n now have amplitudes that match the far zone angular pattern at the spectral sampling points [10) ; this allows the estimation of these coefficients without going through the numerical evaluation of (11).
Matched beams. Basis elements matched to the aperture size (Lx:=::::2a) afiord still another synthesis option. Now, the contributing elements (m,n), with approximately equal weighting, are localized around the central element m= n= 0, which gives the dominant contribution for a smooth nonphased aperture field profile. Therefore, synthesising quasi-Gaussian Inputs Is fairly efficient but accounting for strong deviations Is not. One feature or Interest with matched beams Is the good fit of the m= n= 0 beam contribution to the main lo be of 4> and w In the far field pattern.
Abruptly Truncated Aperture Profile
A much more severe test of the beam synthesis technique is posed by an abruptly truncated aperture proflle. Results reveal that narrow basis elements now have amplitude coefficients that Include more In I>O contributions, and the Amo coefficients reveal Irregularities and spikes caused by the discontinuities at the profile edges. Aperture synthesis with narrow beams does correspondingly more poorly but near and far zone synthesis proceeds as before, and with comparable accuracy. CONCLUSIONS A self-consistent superposition of Gaussian basis elements and the corresponding Gaussian beam propagators on a configuration-wavenumber phase space lattice has been utilized here for the rigorous representation of finite planar source distributions and the resulting radiated fields In an unbounded homogeneous elastic solid. From comprehensive results for two simple linearly phased aperture profiles with smoothly tapered and abruptly truncated amplitude behavior, only a sample or which has been Included here, It has been learned how the choice of nontllted and tilted narrow, wide or matched beams with respect to the aperture size affects the field synthesis, how well asymptotic approximations or the beam propagator integrals (BI) agree With a numerical reference solution, and how well the asymptotic BI can be approximated by more convenient complex source point ( CSP) fields. Narrow beam synthesis away from the aperture plane involves nontllted (n= 0) beams only (the tilted In I>O beams are evanescent), and these beams can be tracked along almost real traJectories because or the small complex displacement component of the narrow beam source location. This ray-like behavior makes narrow beams Interesting candidates for negotiating complicated environments at high f'requencles.
The algorithm developed so far Is for two-dimensional fields but extension to three, dimensions Is In progress. It Is Intended to use this technique for accurate modeling of transducer outputs. The Gaussian beam algorithm may also furnish a useful NDE option for describing scattering due to Induced source distributions In fault zones. These matters remain to be explored.
